Name ______________________________________________ Date ________________________

Spelling Weeks 26 and 27
Test will be _____________________________
Using the information from the flipchart, write the meaning of each term or rule.
A suffix is:

Adding a suffix sometimes changes the spelling of the base word. There are three common
ways we can change the spelling:

1.

Consonant doubling (runner, running)- Double the last ________________

when adding a _______________ suffix to words ending in a
_____________ followed by one ______________.
2.

Changing y to “i” (flies, happiest): The letter y at the beginning of a word acts as
a consonant and makes the /y/ sound as in ______. However, the “y” at the end of a
word either stands for a vowel (fly) or is part of a vowel digraph (play). The change
from __________________ when the words end in consonant y means the vowel
sound is maintained. We do not change the y to an “i” if there is a
______________________before the y.

3. Delete the silent “e” (making): When a word ends in a silent _____________, the
letter “e” is usually removed before adding a __________________. (except ____).
This is because most suffixes begin with vowels and a double vowel would create
great confusion!!!

Focus for the week:

Rule:

Single vowel _______________ changes to
__________________ when adding any ending.
____________________ the ending begins with
“i.”
Example: cry___________(add er)
Cry_____________ (add ing
Worry_______________(add some)
Worry_______________(add ing)

Spelling words:

Change each of the following base words by adding the appropriate ending. Be
sure to follow the rules!
1. Busy (ness)_______________________________________
2. Try(es)___________________________________________
3. Party(es)_________________________________________
4. Apply(es)_________________________________________
5. Library(es)________________________________________
6. Baby(es)__________________________________________
7. Salary(es)_________________________________________
8. Happy(ness)_______________________________________
9. Mystery(ous)_______________________________________
10. Apply(ance)________________________________________
11. Vary(ance)_________________________________________
12. Envy(ous)__________________________________________
13. Fancy(ful)__________________________________________
14. Delay(ing)__________________________________________
15. Play(ing)___________________________________________
16. Clarify(ing)_________________________________________
17. Baby(ish)____________________________________________
18. Convey(ing)_________________________________________
19. Simplify(ing)___________________________________________
20. Employ(ing)____________________________________________

Student Name________________
Homeroom Teacher____________
Date_______________________

Week 26-27
“Suffixes”

1. business
2. tries
3. parties
4. applies
5. libraries
6. babies
7. salaries
8. happiness
9. mysterious
10. appliance
11. variance
12. envious
13. fanciful
14. employing
15. conveying
16. simplifying
17. babyish
18. clarifying
19. playing
20. delaying
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Week 26 & 27

NAME______________________

Complete these tasks using your Spelling Words.
1. Write the verbs from your spelling list.
________________

_________________

________________

________________

_________________

________________

________________

_________________

________________

2. Which words name adjectives?
________________

__________________

________________

__________________

3. Write the word that means………..
a) To make clearer by giving details

________________________

b) a change that occurs in something

________________________

c) wanting something someone else has

________________________

d) an amount given to someone for a service or good_________________________
e) An electrical device or machine

________________________

f) To wait till later to do something

________________________

g) based on imagination or dreams

________________________

h) to act or look like a baby

________________________

4. Sentences: Write sentences using 2 Spelling Words correctly.
a) ______________________________________________________________
b)_______________________________________________________________

Edit for Spellling:
Circle the word in each row that is spelled correctly.

1. varryance

variance

varyiance

2. babyiish

babyish

babeish

3. buisniness

business

busines

4. simplifying

simplifiing

simpleing

Circle the 8 misspelled words below. Write them correctly on the lines.

I thought about starting a business. I would enjoy emploeying people and paying
them salaryes. I know this is a fanciful idea at my age, but I have heard of other
young entrepreneurs. I should clarify; I don’t want to start something that is
babbyish. The business would deal with myserious aplyances that have somehow
stopped working! I would use posters and advertisements for convaying my messages
about my buisienss. This extra income would bring my family great happyness.

____________________

___________________

___________________

____________________

___________________

____________________

____________________

____________________
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